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Do liquids exhibit local fivefold symmetry at interfaces?

Martin Heni and Hartmut Lo¨wen
Institut für Theoretische Physik II, Heinrich-Heine-Universita¨t Düsseldorf, Universita¨tsstrasse 1, D-40225 Du¨sseldorf, Germany

~Received 10 August 2001; published 9 January 2002!

We calculate the layer-resolved local fivefold symmetry of liquids near interfaces using computer simulation
of hard sphere fluids on structured substrates. In the first few adjacent liquid layers, the presence of a surface
suppresses local icosahedral packing while the magnitude of local fivefold symmetry in the next layers depends
on details of the particle-substrate interaction. For a strong particle-substrate attraction, the local fivefold
symmetry in these layers is higher than in the bulk liquid.
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It is an old fascinating question whether a bulk liqu
prefers configurations which favor a local surrounding w
fivefold symmetry corresponding, e.g., to icosahedral
dodecahedral clusters; for a review, see Refs.@1,2#. The first
clue for such a fivefold symmetry comes from the fact th
simple liquids can be considerably supercooled such tha
local liquid structure should be different from any bulk cry
tal structure. Computer simulations of hard spheres@3,4# and
other simple one-component systems such as Lennard-J
liquids @5,6# have revealed that a significant fivefold symm
try as manifested by a characteristic bond orientational c
relation @5# is only present in strongly supercooled~i.e.,
metastable! liquids and glasses. These findings were co
firmed by confocal microscopy studies on hard-sphere
loids @7#. This does not exclude, however, that for more
alistic interactions stable liquids exhibit pronounced fivefo
symmetry. A direct experimental detection of bulk liqu
fivefold symmetry, however, is not straightforward as in ty
cal scattering experiments an orientational average is
formed. This problem has been revitalized in recent evan
cent x-ray scattering experiments on liquid lead nea
silicon surface by Reichertet al. @8#. A fivefold symmetry in
the azimuthal distribution of the liquid scattering was d
tected indicative of fivefold symmetry. Though the expe
mental method of surface scattering is sensitive only for
first few adjacent liquid layers, the authors of Ref.@8# argue
that this is a hint for bulk fivefold symmetry as the silico
lead interaction is small as compared to the lead-lead in
action.

In the present paper, we address the general questio
how liquid fivefold symmetry is affected by the presence
interfaces. In principle, a surface forces the liquid to inh
mogeneous layering@9# and one may ask how this layerin
effect changes the fivefold symmetry with respect to the b
liquid. In order to clarify this question, we use comput
simulations of hard sphere systems near structured
strates. There are two main reasons to do so: first, in a s
lation the particle configuration is available directly in re
space so that one can directly probe distance resolved b
orientational correlations near interfaces. Second, in c
puter simulation studies one can easily vary the substr
particle interaction in order to explore the sensitivity of loc
fivefold symmetry with respect to details of this interactio
We have taken a hard sphere fluid since this is a relativ
simple system whose bulk properties are characterized
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single thermodynamic parameter~namely its bulk packing
fraction h) and the bulk fivefold symmetry in hard sphe
fluids and glasses is well understood from previous stud
@3,4,7#. Furthermore, hard sphere interactions are realize
sterically stabilized colloidal suspensions@7,10#.

Our target questions are as follows: How is the fivefo
symmetry in bulk liquids changed near a surface? Is it p
sible by a tailored substrate-particle interaction to system
cally increase or decrease the local fivefold symmetry? H
can the threshold to surface-induced crystallization
avoided? In order to answer these questions, we have
formed extensive Monte Carlo computer simulations
equilibrated hard sphere fluids near patterned substrates.
substrate-particle interaction is modeled to involve a h
structured surface~topographical part! and an additional at-
traction ~energetical part!. We have varied both the topo
graphical part by considering different patterns and the en
getical part by changing the strength of the attraction. O
simulation results give evidence for the following answers
the questions raised above: The substrate affects the
fivefold symmetry directly but it has a significant effect on
in the first few layers. Although the next layers are structu
perpendicular to the surface, their fivefold symmetry is sim
lar to that of a bulk system provided the bulk density cor
sponds to the local density of the liquid layers. This findi
supports the interpretation of the recent scattering exp
ments @8#. The topographical pattern strongly contro
surface-induced crystallization. Only if the lattice mismat
with respect to a possible bulk crystal is large, is surfa
induced crystallization is prevented@11,12#. The energetic
part, on the other hand, controls the local density in the
jacent liquid layers and thus affects the magnitude of
fivefold symmetry directly. If there is a strong attraction th
local density is enhanced such that the local fivefold symm
try can be much larger than that of the bulk liquid.

In our simulation@11,12# N hard spheres (N'8500) with
diameters at temperatureT are in a rectangular box of siz
V5LxLyLz with periodic boundary conditions inx and y
directions. Two patterned walls at distanceLz confine the
system in thez direction. The number density of the spher
r5N/V can conveniently be expressed in terms of the
mensionless packing fractionh5prs3/6. For excluded vol-
ume interactions, temperature only sets the energy scalekBT
(kB denoting Boltzmann’s constant! but does not affect phas
transitions. The bulk hard sphere systems exhibits a free
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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transition with volume fractionsh f50.494 andhs50.545 of
the coexisting fluid and solid@4#.

The substrate pattern consists of hard spheres with
same diameters as the mobile ones. These spheres are fi
in a plane on a two-dimensional triangular lattice of latti
constantan at z50, see Fig. 1~top!. Additionally, we apply
an attractive external potential

V~z!55 2
8

3A3
e if z,s

4eF S l 0

z2z0
D 9

2S l 0

z2z0
D 3G otherwise

~1!

as shown in Fig. 1~bottom!. e is the strength of the attractio
andl 0 sets its range. We choosel 052s. A virtual divergence
is placed atz5z05231/6l 01s'21.4s. Note that the ex-
ternal force2dV/dz is continuous atz5s.

Crystallization as well as formation of a fivefold symm
try are detected with bond orientational order parame
which are resolved in thez direction and are discretized int
different layers. A particle belongs to thekth layer if its z
coordinate is within (k21)az,z,kaz whereaz50.9s is an
average lattice spacing. The mean position of thekth layer is
therefore located atzk5(k21/2)az . Crystalline order is de-
tected using the set of order parametersC (n)(zk) @12#, which
measure the bond orientational order in thekth layer. They
are defined as

C (n)~zk!5K U 1

Nk
(
l 51

Nk

(
j 51

Nl

eniu l jU L ~2!

and proben-fold symmetry.u l j is the angle between th
separation vector of the particlesl and j and thex axis. The
sum overl includes allNk particles of thekth layer. The sum

FIG. 1. Top: geometry of the system: A surface with a triangu
surface pattern~dark gray spheres! with lattice spacing an

'1.37s induces sixfold symmetry in the hard sphere fluid~light
gray spheres! with mean particle distancea51.07s. Bottom: the
attractive potential of Eq.~1!.
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over j is taken over theNl neighbors of particlel which are
also in thekth layer. For simulation purposes particles a
defined as neighbors if the distance between particlel andj is
less than 1.35•••1.40s. This somewhat arbitrary definition
for neighbors can be used as the resultingC (n) only weakly
depend on the exact definition of a neighbor distance. Fo
crystalline layer the order parametersC (n)→1 and for a fluid
layer we obtainC (n)→0. Finally, in Eq.~2!, ^•••& denotes a
canonical average.

Fivefold symmetry in a layer parallel to the surface
detected using the layer resolvedŴ6 order parameter@1#.
According to Refs.@5,13–15# we can define this order pa
rameter by assigning a set of numbersQl m( l j )
5Yl mt(u l j ,w l j ) to every bond between neighboring pa
ticles l and j, where neighboring particles are defined as d
scribed above. Here,Yl m(u,w) are the spherical harmonic
and u l j and w l j are the polar angles of the bond betwe
particlesl and j with respect to an arbitrary reference ax
Ql m( l j ) defines a local order parameter which has to
averaged in thekth layer to obtain the global order paramet
as

Q̄l m~zk!5
1

Nk
(
l 51

Nk

(
j 51

Nl

Ql m~ l j !, ~3!

where the sum overl is defined as in Eq.~2!. However, the
sum overj now includes all neighbors even those of neig
boring layers. We note that we do not count the fixed surf
particles. Therefore the first layer obviously has a sma
average number of neighbors.

The order parameterQ̄l m(zk) is still dependent on the
choice of the reference axis but we can obtain an invarian
considering the second order combination

Ql ~zk!5S 4p

2l 11 (
m52l

l

uQ̄l m~zk!u2D 1/2

~4!

and the third order invariant

Wl ~zk!5( S l l l

m1 m2 m3
D Q̄l m1

Q̄l m2
Q̄l m3

, ~5!

where the sum goes over allm1 , m2, andm3 with m11m2
1m350 and

S l l l

m1 m2 m3
D ~6!

are the Wigner 3j symbols@16#. A particularly good measure
@5# for different orientational symmetries can be obtained
the further invariant

Ŵl ~zk!5
Wl ~zk!

~( (m52l
l uQ̄l m~zk!u2!3/2

. ~7!

The order parameters from Eqs.~4! and~7! detect various
three-dimensional~3D! crystalline symmetries@5#. Fivefold
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symmetry is most clearly indicated by theŴ6 parameter
from Eq. ~7!; see Ref.@5#. The authors of Ref.@1# have
defined that values ofuŴ6u.0.045 show fivefold symmetry
and valuesuŴ6u,0.02 are an indication for crystalline orde
if other crystalline order parameters pick up a crystall
structure.uŴ6u→0 is characteristic for a fluid system withou
preferred symmetry. In the following, we will useŴ6 from
Eq. ~7! to analyze the inhomogeneous fluid for fivefold ord
near the surface.

It is important that the geometry of the surface pattern
chosen such that prefreezing is prevented@12,17#. Therefore
we choose an extremely unfavorable surface pattern for
system. Usingan'1.37s makes it entropically very unfa
vorable to adapt the surface structure. The system can
react in two ways: It either adapts the bulk crystalline str
ture and reacts with lattice defects to compensate the
match between bulk and surface lattice or it stays in
inhomogeneous fluid state. In fact, by varying the wa
particle interaction, we found that both possibilities are re
ized. In contrast, for the parameter range investigated an
high fluid densities, we never observed an adsorbed s
layer which picks up the substrate lattice.

First, we analyzed a system without attractive surfacee
50). Results are depicted in Fig. 2. The fluid bulk density
h50.49. Close to the surface the sixfold symmetryC (6) is
slightly increased due to the influence of the surface. T
low sixfold symmetry comprises the first four layers.Ŵ6, on
the other hand, increases from the first to the second la
and reaches a value which does not exceed 0.03 and is t
fore not indicative of fivefold symmetry. For largez, Ŵ6
decays to the bulk fluid value close to zero. The inset of F
2 shows the layer averaged mean local densityh̄(zk). Close
to the surface it is raised but it decays away from the surf
in strong correlation with theC (6) order parameter. Henc
for the nonattractive surface no significant fivefold symme
can be found. The increase ofŴ6 from the first to the second
layer may have important consequences for heterogen
crystal nucleation: One can expect that crystal nuclea

FIG. 2. The order parameterŴ6 ~dashed line! and C (6) ~solid
line! are shown vs the separationz from the surface for a non
attractive structured surface (e50). The symbols are simulation
data with their size indicating the statistical error. The inset sho

the layer-resolved mean local densityh̄(zk).
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starts whereŴ6 is small andC (6) is large which is realized
close to the surface. The surface may thus serve as a he
geneous nucleation center.

Increasing the attractive potential of the surface enhan
the local density of the fluid at the surface. The system w
observed to stay in the inhomogeneous fluid state. We n
however, that it is very difficult to decide when equilibratio
of a system at these high densities is achieved. Figur
depicts results for a system with a strong attractive poten
of e5650kBT which raised the local density close to th
surface up toh50.6, see the inset of Fig. 3@17#. Close to the
surface the attractive wall enforces a sixfold surface symm
try in the fluid as can be seen by a raisedC (6) order param-
eter. However, a few layers away from the surface a clea
visible increase in theŴ6 order parameter indicating a ce
tain degree of fivefold symmetry in the system shows up.
largerz the density gets lower and the fivefold symmetry
lost in favor of the completely unordered bulk fluid.

For a hard spherebulk system the authors of Ref.@7#
reported similar findings: A fluid hard sphere system of bu
density less thanh'0.6 does not exhibit fivefold symmetry
On approaching the density ofh50.6 the system begins to
exhibit an increased order parameterŴ6 indicative of
fivefold symmetry. For the bulk system, however, a fluid
this high density is not thermodynamically stable and th
studies are done, e.g., at snapshots of random-closed-pa
models. Our findings correspond to them in a way that fi
fold symmetry occurs when thelocal density is high enough
and the system is still in a noncrystalline state. We achie
the increased density by an attractive surface but kept
bulk density always at fluid densities, i.e.,h,h f50.494.

s

FIG. 3. Top: same as Fig. 2 but fore5650kBT. The inset shows
the external potentialV* (z)5V(z)/kBT and the symbols represen

the mean local densityh̄(zk). Bottom: sketch of the transition from
sixfold symmetry to fivefold symmetry to the disordered bulk flui
1-3
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The mean density shown in inset of Fig. 3 exhibits clearl
correlation to the actual data ofŴ6. The qualitative behavior
of the fluid symmetry as a function ofz is also sketched in
the bottom part of Fig. 3: Near the wall there is sixfo
symmetry which is then changed to fivefold symmetry
indicated by the icosahedra until the disordered bulk fl
with practically no symmetry is reached.

For a square surface pattern@12# with a lattice constant
a

h
51.37s and an increased attraction ofe.1000kBT, we

observed prefreezing into several layers of a square lattic
top of the substrate pattern together with line defects wh

FIG. 4. First and second layer of a crystalline sheet adjacen
a square surface pattern incommensurate with the bulk crystal.
formation of line defects can be seen in these simulation snaps
(e.1000kBT, h50.49).
.
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compensate a mismatch of the bulk and substrate lattice
stants. For a snapshot of the computer simulation, see Fi
These lattice defects are reminiscent of commensur
incommensurate transitions as found, e.g., in Ref.@18#.

In conclusion, a hard sphere system does not exhibit fi
fold symmetry at local densities which are smaller than
freezing packing fractionh f . However, raising the fluid den
sity locally increases the bond orientational order parame
to values indicating fivefold symmetry. One way to achie
this is by offering an attractive surface to the system. Stro
enough attraction increases the local density and five
symmetry emerges. This local density enhancement, h
ever, is in thermodynamic competition with surface freezin
Details of the crossover to surface freezing should be inv
tigated more systematically by theory, computer simulati
and experiment. For outlook we remark that it would be ve
useful to classify the classes of clusters occurring in
fivefold symmetric fluid. Also an investigation of lattice de
fects which are induced by the incommensurate surf
would be of great interest.

We thank H. Reichert and A. van Blaaderen for help
discussions. This work was supported by the Deutsche
schungsgemeinschaft within project LO 418/5 and by
DAAD foundation within the ARC program.
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